Abstract: Acoustic vibrations in tissue are often difficult to image, requiring high-speed scanning, high sensitivity and nanometer-scale axial resolution. Here we use spectrally encoded interferometry to measure the vibration pattern of two-dimensional surfaces, including the skin of a volunteer, at nanometric resolution, without the need for rapid lateral scanning and with no prior knowledge of the driving acoustic waveform. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of this technique for measuring tissue biomechanics using simple and compact imaging probes. 
Introduction
Noncontact techniques for measuring acoustic vibrations are potentially important tools for clinical diagnosis, providing valuable information on tissue mechanical properties and its response to acoustic stimuli. Using a single laser beam in an interferometric configuration, laser Doppler vibrometry [1] [2] [3] is well suited for high-sensitivity measurements of acoustic vibrations of a single point in an object, allowing high-sensitivity measurements of subnanometer axial displacements. Measuring the full vibrational patterns of a two-dimensional surface requires knowledge of not only the frequency and amplitude of the wave, but also of the relative phases between different surface locations. Using low coherence interferometry with phase sensitivity, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been demonstrated useful for capturing volumetric snapshots of vibrating samples using point-by-point scanning and phase synchronization algorithms between the scanning and the excitation acoustic waveforms [4] [5] [6] [7] . Single point measurements, however, tend to be time consuming and often require a complex lateral scanning mechanism. Moreover, occasional tissue or probe movements may cause difficulty in stitching the relative phases between adjacent points, leading to difficult and often unreliable reconstruction of the full vibration pattern. Recently, phase-sensitive imaging of two-dimensional surface vibrations was demonstrated using wide-field interferometry and gated pulse illumination [8, 9] ; measuring the vibration patterns of excised tympanic membranes, using this technique, has revealed complex vibration modes and traveling waves within the membrane at a wide range of frequencies.
Evidently, capturing fast and dynamic processes such as acoustic vibrations is challenging when using systems that require beam scanning. This difficulty could be addressed using encoding techniques such as spectrally encoded imaging, in which spatial scanning is replaced by spatial encoding of lateral sample locations, using wavelengths from a broadband or a wavelength-swept source. With no need for rapid scanning mechanisms, this approach allows using compact imaging probes that could be handheld or access hard-to-reach regions within the body. In previous work, spectrally encoded endoscopy (SEE) [10, 11] has been demonstrated capable of mapping acoustic vibrations [12] of rigid surfaces (middle ear ossicles) using a single-fiber endoscopic probe placed at the sample arm of a Michelson interferometer. More recently, a single-shot measurement of the entire surface of a vibrating membrane was demonstrated using two-dimensional spectral encoding of ultrashort laser pulses in conjunction with a long dispersive optical fiber and acousto-optic delay scanning [13] .
In this work, we propose and demonstrate the measurement of a two-dimensional vibration pattern of tissue surfaces using spectral encoding in a single lateral dimension and slow scanning in the orthogonal dimension, without necessitating the use of ultrashort pulses.
By analyzing relative spectral phases that correspond to nanometric axial displacements, the vibration patterns of various flexible surfaces, including a paper card, a rubber membrane and the skin of a human volunteer, were imaged at a wide range of acoustic frequencies with no temporal gating or prior knowledge of the driving acoustic waveform. Due to its simplicity and ease-of-use, the technique could potentially be applied for various in vivo applications that call for accurate evaluation of tissue mechanical properties and its response to various acoustic stimuli.
Experimental setup

System configuration
The spectrally encoded interferometric imaging system, shown schematically in Fig. 1 , consisted of a broadband titanium sapphire oscillator (Femtolasers Rainbow, 200 nm bandwidth, 800 nm center wavelength) coupled to a 50/50 single-mode optical fiber coupler within a Michelson interferometer arrangement. The sample arm of the interferometer consisted of a collimating lens (L1) a single-axis galvanometric scanner, a 1200 lines/mm transmission diffraction grating (G), and a focusing lens (L2, 75 mm focal length). The resulting spectral line (x axis) was scanned in the y axis, resulting in a lateral field of view of approximately 20 mm × 20 mm with approximately 680 × 680 resolvable points [14] . The reference arm of the interferometer included a collimating lens (L3), a mirror mounted on a linear translation stage, and a neutral density (ND) filter for adjusting the reference power. Spectral interferograms of the reflected light from the sample and the reference arms were recorded using a custom-built spectrometer, comprised of a collimating lens, a 1800 lines/mm transmission diffraction grating, a focusing lens (Nikon, AF Nikkor, 85 mm focal length) and a high-speed line CCD camera (Sprint spL4096-70k, Basler Vision, 4096 pixels, 70 kHz maximum line rate). The spectral resolution of the spectrometer was approximately 0.1 nm, 5-times higher than the spectral resolution at the sample (0.5 nm). Nonlinearities in the wavelength-to-space mapping have resulted in a small (5.1%) image distortion near the edges of the field of view. Two polarization controllers (PC) were used at the sample and reference arms for increasing interference contrast. 
Data processing
An initial system calibration was obtained by continuously imaging a single lateral line (no yaxis scanning) on the flat front surface of a piezoelectric crystal that was driven by a single harmonic waveform. For each sample location x i encoded by a fractional bandwidth δk and centered at an angular wavenumber k i , the spectral interferogram recorded by the spectrometer at time t is given by:
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where E r denotes the reference field amplitude, E i denotes the sample field amplitude at location x i , k denotes the angular wavenumber, and z r and z denote the optical path lengths of the reference and sample arms, respectively.
Following background subtraction and division by the coefficient of the cosine term in Eq. (1), the argument φ i = 2k[z r -z(k i ,t i )] could now be extracted from the recorded interferogram using the Hilbert transform [15] according to:
where H denotes the Hilbert transform and I cos is the cosine term in Eq. (1). Finally, the axial sample displacement Δz i between two subsequent spectral acquisitions could be retrieved using [16]     ,
where dt denotes the time difference between subsequent spectral acquisitions, and we assume that the line acquisition rate dt 1 is larger than twice the measured acoustic frequency, i.e. φ i (t + dt)-φ i (t)<π. The process of calculating the axial displacement of the vibrating crystal surface is summarized in Fig. 2(a) . In order to measure the vibration of a non-rigid object, a small piece of white paper card was attached to the surface of a piezoelectric actuator, while the field of view was adjusted [ Fig. 2(b) ] so that its left-hand part (0 < x < 6 mm) covered the region of the card that was forced to move with the crystal, while the right-hand part (6 mm < x < 11 mm) was free to move in the z axis. The piezoelectric crystal was driven by a 300 Hz harmonic waveform. The (spatially) averaged maximum displacements at 0<x<6 mm were measured as 25 ± 12 nm and 405 ± 7 nm for ± 300 mV and ± 3.5 V driving voltage amplitudes, respectively, which correlate well with the predicted displacement according to the piezoelectric crystal specifications ( ± 406 nm and ± 35 nm, respectively). For oversampling the phase differences during the periodic motion, the line (4096 pixels) rate of the camera was 10 kHz, resulting in 33 lines per single vibration cycle, where spectral windows comprised of 32 pixels were used for recording the spectral interferograms that correspond to individual sample locations. Solid (dashed) curves in Fig. 2(b) correspond to the location closest to (most distant from) the lens. The full axial motion of the card is presented in 'Media 1' and 'Media 2' for the driving amplitudes of ± 3.5 V and ± 300 mV, respectively. The smallest measurable displacement (and thus the resolution of the system for small amplitudes) was approximately 3 nm, estimated by calculating the noise floor for zero voltage amplitudes of the driving waveforms. 
Results
In order to demonstrate imaging of two-dimensional vibration patterns of a flexible surface, a small earphone was inserted into a hollow 18-mm-diameter cylindrical tube, whose front end was covered by a rubber membrane [ Fig. 3(a) ].
The vibrating membrane was scanned by the spectral line (x-axis) in the y-axis at a slow speed of 2.5 mm/s that enabled oversampling of 100 spectral interferograms per sample location. Acquisition line rates were adjusted for each driving frequency to allow sufficient temporal oversampling (25-30 spectral acquisitions per oscillation period). By assuming surface continuity and uniform frequency distribution across the sample, the full twodimensional image of the surface vibrations was constructed by matching the phases between successive lines. The vibration amplitude at each sample location was also calculated, as well as the local frequency that was determined from the raw data, without relying on prior knowledge of the driving acoustic wave.
Height maps of the rubber membrane following single-harmonic waveform excitations at different frequencies are shown in Fig. 3(b) , revealing some of the vibration modes of the circular membrane. The full dynamics of these patterns is shown in Media 3. The first three (0,1), (0,2) and (0,3) radial eigenmodes were clearly noticeable near excitation frequencies of 600 Hz, 1450 Hz and 2550 Hz, respectively, nicely matching the mathematical modeling of circular vibrating membrane [17] . Non-resonant excitation frequencies have resulted in travelling wave patterns that comprised of several eigenmodes of the membrane. These transverse waves form due to the (constant) phase difference between the different eigenmodes that are excited in the membrane. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was approximately 28 dB at 600 Hz vibration (using 20 kHz line acquisition rate), estimated by calculating the ratio between the maximum and the background of the power spectrum of the oscillatory axial displacement. Higher vibration frequencies often required higher line-acquisition rates, resulting in lower SNR's due to the necessary shorter exposure durations. In order to demonstrate vibration imaging of a biological tissue, the palm of a human volunteer was slightly pressed against a 12-mm-inner-diameter aluminum ring mounted on a linear translation stage that was driven by a piezoelectric crystal actuator [ Fig. 4(a) ].
The surface of the palm was imaged by our spectrally encoded interferometric system through the hole of the vibrating ring, allowing clear view of the skin surface whose edges were kept in contact with the ring inner edge throughout the measurement. Three harmonic waveforms were applied to the piezoelectric crystal at approximately ± 30 nm amplitude and frequencies of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 1500 Hz, resulting in tissue vibrations primarily along the optical (z) axis. Due to the radially symmetric excitation pattern and the non-resonant excitation frequency, a radially symmetric waves propagating toward the middle of the imaged circle were visible (Media 4). Selected frames separated by π/3 radian intervals are shown in Fig. 4(b) for each driving frequency. The inward-propagating waves were seen for all frequencies, having approximate velocities of 7.7 m/s, 8.1 m/s and 8.7 m/s for the frequencies 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 1500 Hz, respectively. These velocities are in good agreement with measured velocities of shear waves (motion perpendicular to propagation direction) in tissue reported by other research groups using non-optical techniques (MRI, Ultrasound) [18, 19] . Fig. 4. (a) A photograph of the imaged palm and the distal optics of the sample arm. The experimental configuration was similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Selected frames from Media 4 of the vibrating tissue at constant phase intervals. Scale bar represents 2 mm. Total movie duration is 2 ms.
Imaging the area of a volunteer's nail fold, a relatively inhomogeneous tissue region, vibrating at 1500 Hz [ Fig. 5(a) ], have revealed a complex vibration pattern shown in Media 5 and in four selected frames in Fig. 5(b) . Travelling waves were seen propagating from the edge of the circular field of view at different directions, where waves propagating through the relatively hard nail plate were distinctively different from those in the softer nail fold tissue, which showed a finer wave structure. The origin of the horizontal streaks that are visible in Fig. 5(b) is not entirely clear; some of the streaks are attributed to imperfection of our phase recovery algorithm at low SNR and under occasional sample movement. Some of the streaks that appear to have constant periodicity (approximately 1.6 Hz, see the two right-hand panels in Fig. 5(b) ) could be related to the heartbeat of the volunteer. Vertical streaks could also be noticed in Figs. 3-5 , visible mostly at low SNR conditions; these streaks are related to low amplitude wavelengths that result in less efficient phase retrievals. Using a total scan duration of 5 s and 20 kHz line rate, the SNR in imaging tissue vibrations (Figs. 4-5 ) was approximately 17 dB; the relatively low reflectance from the skin and the artifacts caused by tissue movement were the main factors contributing to image quality degradation. 
Discussion
Propagation of acoustic waves in tissue could provide valuable information on its mechanical properties [20, 21] . Since tissue is inhomogeneous, high-resolution imaging is often the only way to resolve one tissue type from another. In this paper, we have developed and studied a system for two-dimensional imaging of acoustic vibrations of nanometric amplitudes in living tissue. By utilizing spatial-spectral encoding instead of mechanical scanning, our interferometric system effectively resolved axial nanometric vibrations with phase stability sufficient for measuring the entire surface displacement at high sensitivity. The absence of rapid distal scanning mechanism and the ability to use relatively simple broadband light source also helps in maintaining system simplicity, allowing future implementation of the technique using low-cost systems and compact imaging probes.
Using our spectrally encoded Doppler imaging method, the two-dimensional vibration image is acquired line-by-line, where each line contains the full vibration data, and the relative phases between subsequent lines are stitched by oversampling and post-processing the raw image. Our wave-retrieval algorithm assumes that the vibration at each location has constant amplitude and frequency throughout the measurement time; it would thus be suited for measuring continuous, steady-state oscillations and would be less efficient for observing transient events in which the excitation amplitude is not constant over time. The highest acoustic frequency that could be measured by our system was 35 kHz (limited by the maximum 70 kHz line rate of the camera), well above the maximum audible frequency (20 kHz [22] ). The lower frequency limit of our system was 20 Hz, below which phase noise had significantly reduced SNR, even at high (up to 200 nm) vibration amplitudes. At frequencies between 100 Hz and 3 kHz, phase noise was the dominant noise component, limiting our amplitude detection resolution to 3 nm. We expect that sub-nanometer resolutions could be achieved in specific applications where prior knowledge of the physical properties of the vibrating subject (i.e. driving frequency and phase, surface morphology, etc.) would be used to improve data processing.
Without the need for complex and bulky two-dimensional scanning mechanisms, our optical system could be incorporated into a handheld or endoscopic device for imaging vibrations on the skin surface or inside the body. For clinical diagnosis, the proposed imaging method would be useful for measuring tissue mechanical properties at high sensitivities and high spatial resolutions. As was demonstrated in this work, an acoustic transducer could generate transverse waves across the tissue surface. Tissue regions of high stiffness, burns or small tumor nodules, for example, would be visible as regions of different propagation velocities compared to the surrounding normal tissue. Another potentially important application is the evaluation of the auditory system's mechanical response to moderateintensity sound waves, which are known to stimulate acoustic vibrations of a few nanometer amplitudes in the tympanic membrane [1] . In this application, the imaging probe could be incorporated into a handheld device (i.e. an otoscope), using a small transducer for generating the sound waves. This noninvasive measurement could provide valuable information on the mechanics and function of the tympanic membrane and the middle ear ossicles, and may offer a useful tool for diagnosing various hearing disorders.
Using a single line for measuring an entire surface also has its limitations. The system still relies on matching phases between subsequent lines, which makes it susceptible to relative motion between the probe and the tissue. We note, however, that some motion artifacts could be removed in post-processing by compensating for uniform or irregular phase shifts across the specimen. Using faster acquisition speeds, for example by using high-speed wavelengthswept sources [23] , would further reduce motion artifacts and increase the upper limit of the measurable frequencies. Another challenge of the system is related to its inability to image axial surface displacements faster than a single wavelength per acquisition time (as in the case of vocal fold vibrations, for example [7] ) due to phase wrapping.
In summary, we have demonstrated an effective method for imaging acoustic surface vibrations of flexible surfaces and in tissue in vivo, with several potential applications in clinical diagnosis. Detailed, high-resolution imaging of acoustic waves propagating in living tissue could also allow the development of new research tools, and may open new possibilities in assessing tissue mechanical properties in situ.
